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†Department of Chemistry and ‡Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences, New York University, New York, New YorkABSTRACT Characterizing the ionic distribution around chromatin is important for understanding the electrostatic forces gov-
erning chromatin structure and function. Here we develop an electrostatic model to handle multivalent ions and compute the
ionic distribution around a mesoscale chromatin model as a function of conformation, number of nucleosome cores, and ionic
strength and species using Poisson-Boltzmann theory. This approach enables us to visualize andmeasure the complex patterns
of counterion condensation around chromatin by examining ionic densities, free energies, shielding charges, and correlations of
shielding charges around the nucleosome core and various oligonucleosome conformations. We show that: counterions, espe-
cially divalent cations, predominantly condense around the nucleosomal and linker DNA, unburied regions of histone tails, and
exposed chromatin surfaces; ionic screening is sensitively influenced by local and global conformations, with a wide ranging net
nucleosome core screening charge (56–100e); and screening charge correlations reveal conformational flexibility and interac-
tions among chromatin subunits, especially between the histone tails and parental nucleosome cores. These results provide
complementary and detailed views of ionic effects on chromatin structure for modest computational resources. The electrostatic
model developed here is applicable to other coarse-grained macromolecular complexes.INTRODUCTIONUnderstanding chromatin organization and its control of
gene expression represents a fundamental open biological
challenge. Eukaryotic transcription can only proceed when
the DNA is accessible, which is influenced by physiological
salts and regulated by a complex network of chemical modi-
fications, chromatin remodeling, and interactions with regu-
latory protein factors. Because chromatin structure is highly
charged, electrostatic interactions play a major role in chro-
matin folding. For example, acetylation of all H4 histone
tails at lysine 16, a prevalent epigenetic modification in
eukaryotes, causes charge reduction and, in turn, inhibits
the formation of compact 30-nm chromatin fibers and
hampers the formation of cross-fiber interactions (1). Such
covalent modifications can dictate the higher-order chro-
matin structure and orchestrate the recruitment of enzyme
complexes to access the DNA (2,3).
Many experimental studies have shown that chromatin
folding states are profoundly influenced by its ionic environ-
ment. In vitro studies of oligonucleosome folding have
demonstrated that the compact 30-nm chromatin fiber can
form in the presence of ~0.001 M divalent salt, whereas
even elevated levels of monovalent salt (~0.1 M) attain
less compact fibers (4–6). Moreover, higher concentrations
of divalent salt (>0.002 M) can induce self-association of
nucleosome arrays (7) and stacking of nucleosome core
particles without DNA linkers to form dense lamellar and
hexagonal phases (8). These phenomena underscore the
strong dependence of chromatin organization on the
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tion, no systematic theoretical research has been performed
to characterize the relative effectiveness of the charge
shielding patterns around chromatin structures. This situa-
tion is partly due to the absence of atomic-resolution chro-
matin structures needed for analysis of electrostatics using
molecular dynamics or mean-field theories, such as the
Poisson-Boltzmann equation (PBE).
Computational studies of chromatin folding have used
different strategies to treat ionic interactions. Korolev
et al. (9) employed Langevin dynamics with explicit ions
to simulate aggregation of isolated nucleosomes under
monovalent and multivalent salt conditions. Other studies
using coarse-grained chromatin models include Brownian
dynamics simulations of DNA unrolling from the nucleo-
some (10); Monte Carlo (MC) simulations of the depen-
dence on the nucleosome repeat length (11) and stretching
of a single chromatin fiber (12); molecular dynamics simu-
lations of the nucleosome core using a coarse-grained force
field (13); and Langevin dynamics simulations of the effects
of histone tail modifications on nucleosome core interac-
tions (14).
We have been developing a mean-field approach to treat
chromatin charge screening by monovalent ions. Specifi-
cally, we represent screened interactions between chromatin
sites using the Debye-Hu¨ckel (DH) approximation with salt-
dependent charges, which are optimized to match the atom-
istic electrostatic potential derived from the nonlinear PBE
(15–17). This approach allows efficient sampling of chro-
matin conformations using physically detailed models that
incorporate irregular nucleosome surface (16,17), flexible
histone tails (18,19), and variable linker DNA lengths
(20,21). Other groups have also used the DH approximationdoi: 10.1016/j.bpj.2010.08.023
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(11,22). Recently, we applied a first-order approximation
approach to treat divalent ion effects by reducing the repul-
sive interactions among DNA linkers and the persistence
length of the linker DNA sequences (23) based on experi-
mental data on DNA (24,25). Applications of this model,
in combination with cross-linking experiments that measure
internucleosome interaction patterns, suggest that chromatin
fibers under physiological conditions can stabilize a hybrid
zigzag and solenoid fiber, where bent linker DNAs accent
a mostly zigzag conformation with straight linkers (23).
Although experimental and theoretical studies have
provided a global understanding of ionic effects on chro-
matin organization, the patterns of ionic screening in the
vicinity of various chromatin subunits have not been
analyzed systematically. Such an analysis can help charac-
terize the condensation of ions around chromatin constitu-
ents and its dependence on conformation and multivalent
ions. Significantly, an analysis of ionic shielding effects
could be used to assess the accuracy of current approaches
to ionic interactions.
Computational approaches with explicit and implicit ions
have been used to compute the ionic atmosphere around
chromatin components. A 200-ns all-atom simulation of
a nucleosome core particle showed that monovalent cations
cluster around the nucleosomal DNA and the acidic patch of
the histone proteins (26). All-atom simulations of larger
systems with multiple nucleosome cores, DNA linkers,
and histone tails remain a challenge. A more computation-
ally feasible approach for large systems is to calculate
electrostatic potentials and ionic distributions around bio-
molecules using mean-field theories such as the PBE (27)
and its extensions (28,29); recent applications include
assessment of ionic clouds around tRNA (30) and DNA
duplexes (28).
Our computation of chromatin’s ionic atmosphere is
based on a mesoscale oligonucleosome model, Poisson-
Boltzmann theory, and a modified DH approximation
relating ionic density to the electrostatic potential (27).
Our mesoscale oligonucleosome model incorporates all
the basic chromatin constituents, including the irregular
nucleosome core, linker DNA, histone tails, and linker
histone (15,17–19,23,31,32). In particular, we developed
the discrete surface charge optimization (DiSCO) method
to represent the irregular nucleosome core using surface
beads and assigned salt-dependent site charges to reproduce
the atomistic electrostatic field from the nonlinear PBE
(15,16). Our chromatin model has been extensively tested
and validated relative to experimental data as well as
applied to investigate the roles of histone tails, linker
histone, variable nucleosome repeat lengths, and divalent
ions in chromatin folding using MC simulations (18–
20,23,32). Full model details are available in the literature
(18,19,23,32); the main features are summarized in Mate-
rials and Methods and in the Supporting Material.Biophysical Journal 99(8) 2587–2596In this work, we compute ionic densities and screening
charges around oligonucleosomes generated from meso-
scale MC simulations. The ionic densities are computed
using a modified DH approximation relating ionic density
to the electrostatic potential. We introduce an exclusion
zone in the ionic density function to correct for finite ion
size, which relies on the molecular theory of electrolytes
(28,29). This modified DH approximation avoids unrealisti-
cally high density values in the vicinity of macromolecular
charges, as previously noted (30). The mesoscale electro-
static model developed here can be generalized to other
large, coarse-grained macromolecular complexes.
Using the developed mesoscale model, our analysis of the
nucleosome core and oligonucleosome conformations shows
that divalent ions provide an enhanced screening of chro-
matin structure compared with monovalent salt by forming
a dense layer of counterions around nucleosomal and linker
DNA, unburied regions of histone tails, and exposed chro-
matin surfaces (Figs. 1 and 2). For the nucleosome core,
monovalent cations form a screening layer near the nucleo-
somal DNAwhich is similar to that obtained by more expen-
sive atomistic simulations (26); in contrast, divalent cations
form a continuous layer extending significantly beyond the
nucleosome surface (Fig. 1). For oligonucleosome folds,
we find that charge screening ismost effective on the exposed
chromatin surfaces and sensitively dependent on local and
global chromatin conformations; for example, the net shield-
ing charge near the nucleosome core in a 12-core fiber spans
a large range, from 56e to 100e (Fig. 3). Interestingly, our
screening charge correlations (or fluctuations) reflect confor-
mational flexibility and interactions among chromatin
components (Table S3); for example, the histone tails and
nucleosome cores exhibit the largest and smallest charge
fluctuations, respectively. In addition, our analysis of chro-
matin folding trajectories shows that the free energy due to
ions fluctuates by ~10% about the equilibrium value, and
an addition of physiological levels (~0.01 M) of divalent
ions lowers the free energy by 20% (Fig. 4 and later in
Fig. 6). These findings imply that ionic screening should be
dynamically computed during chromatin simulations. Our
analyses provide both qualitative and quantitative results of
ionic screening of chromatin structurewhich are complemen-
tary to other chromatin and polyelectrolytemodeling studies.MATERIALS AND METHODS
Below we present the mesoscale chromatin model and methods for
analyzing ionic densities. In the Supporting Material, we detail methods
for sampling chromatin conformations, analysis of charge distribution
and fluctuations, and evaluation of internucleosome interaction patterns.Mesoscale chromatin model
Our mesoscale chromatin model (18,23,32) incorporates the basic chro-
matin components: irregular nucleosome core, linker DNA, flexible histone
tails, and linker histone. As shown in Fig. 1 A, each component is
FIGURE 1 (A) The mesoscale model of the chromatin building block
with four components: the nucleosome core (gray); the DNA linker (red);
the histone tails H2A1 and H2A2 (yellow), H2B (red), H3 (blue), and H4
(green); and the linker histone (turquoise). The nucleosome core’s irregular
surface is represented by 300 sites (small colored spheres) whose charges
are defined using the DiSCO program. (B) Ion exclusion zone around a chro-
matin interaction site used for calculating ionic densities. The zone has
a thickness of dStern þ rion from the surface of the chromatin site, where
the Stern layer dStern ¼ 4 A˚ and ion radius rion ¼ 2 A˚ for Naþ, Cl, and
Mg2þ. Shielding charges are calculated within a shell of thickness
r0 ¼ 5 A˚ beyond the exclusion zone. (C) Distributions of Naþ (cyan
dots) and Cl– (magenta dots) counterions around the mesoscale nucleosome
core particle in 0.15 M NaCl salt at two (left), four (middle), and six (right)
times the bulk concentration. The nucleosome core’s 300 charges are
colored-coded. Ionic charge density regions are shown as colored dots.
(D) Distributions of counterions in mixed 0.15 M NaCl and 0.01 M
MgCl2 salts at two, four, and six times the bulk concentration of the respec-
tive salt: Naþ (cyan dots) and Cl– (magenta) from monovalent salt (upper
row); Mg2þ (green), and Cl– (magenta) from divalent salt (lower row).
FIGURE 2 Counterion distributions around two 12-core chromatin
conformations at 5 (upper row) and 7.5 (lower row) million Monte Carlo
(MC) steps sampled at 0.15M NaCl salt condition starting with a zigzag
conformation. The chromatin folds (left column), whose cores are labeled
1–12, are shown without their ionic clouds. DNA is shown as a tube
(burgundy) wrapped around the histone core (white); other components
are color-coded as follows: histone tails (H2A1 and H2A2, yellow; H2B,
red; H3, blue; H4, green), linker DNA (gold), and linker histone (LH,
turquoise). Ionic clouds at 0.15 M NaCl salt (middle column) and 0.15 M
MgCl2 salt (right column) are shown at two times the bulk concentration.
For the structures displaying ionic densities (middle and right columns),
the nucleosome cores are colored burgundy, and Naþ, Cl–, and Mg2þ are
shown as cyan, magenta, and green dots, respectively.
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tails, linker histone) and DNA subunits and the protein/DNA complex
(nucleosome core). The chromatin interaction sites are represented as
spheres with given radii and charges, which interact via Lennard-Jones
and electrostatic interactions; the linker DNA is also modeled with elastic
bending and twisting energies. Below, we summarize the mesoscale model
described in prior studies (18,32).
The nucleosome core model, based on the nucleosome crystal structure
(PDB code 1KX5), is represented by 300 beads of radius 6 A˚whose charges
are evenly spaced over its nonuniform surface. The salt-dependent surface
site charges are calculated using the DiSCO algorithm (16); see Section S1
in the Supporting Material.
The other chromatin components are also modeled as beads. The double-
stranded DNA linker connecting two adjacent nucleosome cores is modeled
as an elastic wormlike chain of discrete beads (33,34). Each DNA bead hasa diameter of 30 A˚ and a charge of 17.65e based on the number of base-
pairs spanned by the bead. There are 10 histone tails per core: tails
belonging to N- and C-termini of H2A (denoted as H2A1 and H2A2, respec-
tively), H2B, H3, and H4 histones. The H2A1, H2A2, H2B, H3, and H4
histone tails are represented using 4, 3, 5, 8, and 5 beads, respectively,
for a total of 50 tail beads per nucleosome to model the 250 or so histone
tail residues. All tail beads have a radius of 9 A˚ but variable charges as-
signed by the modeling procedures described previously (see Table S4)
(18). The linker histone is modeled using three beads to represent the
C-terminal (two beads) and globular (one bead) domains of rat H1d
linker histone (23). The globular domain bead has a radius of 17 A˚ and
a charge of 8.32e, and the C-terminal beads have a radius of 18 A˚ and
charge of 16.81e.
The model captures the essential structural characteristics and experi-
mental data for macroscopic properties of chromatin, as we showed previ-
ously (15,18,23,31,32). In this work, the nucleosome core is represented by
300 sites, linker DNA (62 bp) by six sites, linker histone by three sites, and
the 10 histone tails by a total of 50 sites. In the Supporting Material, we
summarize the bare charges (i.e., at zero ion concentration) and radii for
all chromatin beads in Table S4 and Table S5, respectively; we also provide
in Section S5 in the Supporting Material justifications for the model reso-
lution of each chromatin component. Thus, there are 4308 and 8616 inter-
action sites, respectively, for 12- and 24-core chromatin structures.
We use the mesoscale model to sample chromatin conformations in
monovalent and divalent salts using a MC approach (see Section S1 in the
Supporting Material). The monovalent salt effect on chromatin interactions
is treated via effective salt-dependent charges derived from our DiSCO
program (15,16). The divalent salt effect is treated phenomenologicallyBiophysical Journal 99(8) 2587–2596
FIGURE 3 (A) Twelve-core chromatin conformation at 5,000,000 MC
steps at 0.15 M NaCl salt with its internucleosome interaction intensity I
(k) showing a dominant zigzag feature (peak at k ¼ 2). (B) Shielding
charges around the four chromatin components of chromatin structure in
panel A. The net (solid line), Naþ (dash-dotted line), and Cl– (dashed
line) shielding charges are plotted versus nucleosome core position. (Color
figure reproduced in Fig. S5.)
FIGURE 4 Ten snapshots of chromatin structures from two MC simula-
tions of a 24-core nucleosome array at 0.15 M NaCl salt condition (upper
set of structures) and mixed 0.15 M NaCl and MgCl2 salt condition (lower
set). The starting configuration is a zigzag structure. (Color figure repro-
duced in Fig. S6.)
2590 Gan and Schlickbased on experimental studies on DNA bending (24,25), as described in our
previous studies (23).An algorithm for computing ionic densities
around mesoscale structures
Our algorithm for computing electrostatics with coarse-grained chromatin
structures consists of three steps.
First, we assign the bare charges and radii at all interaction sites of each
isolated chromatin component, as described above. The nucleosome’s bare
charges are assigned using our DiSCO software (15,16) at zero ionic
concentration. At zero ionic strength, the DH potential in DiSCO reduces
to the Coulomb potential and the assigned nucleosome bare charges simply
reflect the mapping of all-atom potential with no screening to the Coulomb
potential of the mesoscale model. Thus, the nucleosome’s bare charges do
not depend on the salt concentration; they are analogous to force-field
partial charges of macromolecules which serve as input to a PB solver to
compute potentials and ionic densities at given ion concentrations.
Second, we use the mesoscale chromatin model, radii of interaction sites,
and bare charges from the first step to compute the electrostatic potential
from the nonlinear PBE for a given chromatin conformation and ionic
concentration.
Third, the ionic density is computed using a modified DH approximation
relating ionic density to the electrostatic potential, as described below. Our
methodology for computing electrostatic potentials and ionic densities canBiophysical Journal 99(8) 2587–2596be generalized to other large, coarse-grained macromolecular structures
whose atomic coordinates are not available.
In the second step, we use the DelPhi software v.4 (35) to obtain themeso-
scale electrostatic potential; other PBE solvers, e.g., (36), can be used aswell.
To use themesoscalemodel,wemade somechanges inDelPhi (i.e., assigning
a unique atom type to each interaction site and recompiling DelPhi with
larger parameter values for the number of atom and charge types) and its
input charges (.crg) and radii (.siz) files. Thus, the input files have the
same number of entries as the number of interaction sites. For nucleosome
core and 12-core oligonucleosome arrays, we solve the PBE on a 201 
201  201 mesh; the scale or grid/A˚ is varied (0.1–0.5) depending on
the system size. For the larger 24-core arrays, we use a 301  301 
301 mesh. We use standard DelPhi input parameters for temperature
(24.85C), interior dielectric (2), exterior dielectric (78.36), and ion radius of
2 A˚ (IONRAD parameter), which defines the Stern or ion exclusion layer in
DelPhi; the convergence parametermaxc (for maximum change between iter-
ations at any grid point) is set to 0.0001. Generally, chromatin in monovalent
salt leads to faster convergence than in divalent salt; see Section S4 in the Sup-
porting Material for a discussion on DelPhi convergence for 24-core arrays.
In the third step, we use the grid potential to calculate the distributions of
ions or ionic clouds around a charged macromolecule using a modified DH
approximation
riðrÞ ¼ gðrÞqiciexp½  bqifðrÞ; (1)
where i designates ion type, qi is the ion charge (e.g., 5e, 52e), ci is
the bulk number concentration, and f(r) is the electrostatic potential at
Chromatin Ionic Atmosphere 2591position r. The function g(r) is 1 for the original DH approximation (27),
which is also known as the first DH approximation for ionic density (the
second DH approximation linearizes the Boltzmann factor to yield the
linear PBE). In this work, we compute all ionic densities at various bulk
concentrations by using only the modified first DH approximation Eq. 1,
with input bare charges that are not dependent on salt concentration.
Because the finite size of ions is not accounted for by the nonlinear PBE,
it significantly overestimates the ionic density near the charge sites on
macromolecules (28,30,37). Based on previously derived ionic density
functions from statistical mechanics (28,37), we use a simple step function
to describe the ion exclusion zone so that g(r) becomes
gðrÞ ¼

0 r%ri þ dstern þ rion
1 r > ri þ dstern þ rion ; (2)
where ri is the radius of chromatin site i, the Stern diameter dStern¼ 4 A˚, and
the generic ion radius rion ¼ 2 A˚ for both monovalent and divalent ions (see
Fig. 1 B). Beyond the ion exclusion zone, the distribution of mobile ions is
described by the PBE. A similar ion-accessibility function has been used to
calculate ionic density for atomic models (30). Because we are using
a mesoscale model with larger van der Waals radii (>6 A˚), the ionic density
is better behaved than for the atomic model where the molecular surfaces
are only ~2 A˚ from the charge centers.RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Ionic atmospheres around the nucleosome core
in monovalent and divalent salts
Because aggregation of isolated nucleosomes has been
a subject of experimental (38) and computational (9)
studies, characterizing the ionic atmosphere around the
nucleosome core could help clarify the effects of ionic
species and concentration on internucleosome association.
Fig. 1 C shows the ionic distributions around the mesoscale
nucleosome core model in the physiologically relevant
0.15 M NaCl salt. To reveal the charge shielding patterns,
we show the local regions with high concentrations of
Naþ (cyan) and Cl– (magenta) counterions greater than
two, four, and six times the bulk concentration (cb). Due
to charge neutralization, the net density is zero beyond the
vicinity of the nucleosome core.
As expected, the sodium ions form a charge-shielding
layer near the DNA that is wound around the periphery of
the core histone proteins. The Cl ions form patches of negli-
gible size near the mostly positively charged regions on the
plane of the nucleosome core. The Naþ counterion layer
around the nucleosomal DNA strongly depends on the
cutoff density. At >2cb, Na
þ charges form a thick, contin-
uous layer around the nucleosomal DNA; at greater than
four or six times cb, counterions only concentrate around
high negatively charged (dark red) regions of the nucleo-
some core. The corresponding electrostatic potentials
(Fig. S4) for these cases show that the most negative poten-
tial values are in the vicinity of the nucleosomal DNA,
which give rise to increased cation density regions.
Fig. 1 D shows the Naþ (cyan) and Mg2þ (green) distri-
butions around the nucleosome core in a typical physiolog-ical mixture of 0.15 M NaCl and 0.01 M MgCl2 salts. The
distributions of Naþ at greater than two, four, and six times
cb (0.15 M) are similar but not identical to the 0.15 M NaCl
case (Fig. 1 C). In contrast, the Mg2þ atmosphere at >2cb
(0.02 M) almost completely covers the nucleosome core
and extends significantly beyond the nucleosome surface;
see also the corresponding potential profile in Fig. S4.
Even at greater than four and six times cb, a thick, contin-
uous layer of dense divalent ions is evident around the
nucleosomal DNA. Similar results are seen even for low
concentrations of 0.001, 0.002, and 0.004 M MgCl2 (see
Fig. S3). These results highlight the effectiveness of Mg2þ
for shielding the highly charged DNA component of the
nucleosome core. Although the qualitative features of the
ionic atmosphere around DNA are observed in recent
200-ns all-atom molecular dynamic simulations of the
nucleosome core with explicit NaCl salt at 0.15 M (26),
our mesoscale computation requires only a fraction of the
computational time compared to atomistic simulations.
Typically, our computation requires <1 h on a single SGI
Origin 3200 processor, whereas a 200-ns simulation of
a nucleosome core with explicit water molecules and ions
takes over 200,000 CPU hours. Another advantage of our
mean-field calculations is that equilibration of ions (typi-
cally taking longer than 100 ns) is not an issue.
Experimental studies have shown that divalent ions like
Mn2þ bind to the major groves of DNA near GG and GC
basepairs (39). Our computed ionic clouds show screening
of the phosphate backbone of the nucleosomal DNA and
exhibit clusters of high densities (>2 cb) near highly nega-
tively charged DNA regions. However, our mesoscale model
does not have sufficient resolution to reveal basepair-
specific binding of ions.Analysis of ionic atmospheres and shielding
charges around 12-core oligonucleosome
conformations
Unlike the isolated nucleosome core, ionic atmospheres
around chromatin components could be influenced by local
fiber configurations. To examine this effect and salt concen-
tration dependence, we consider two conformations from
a 12-core array simulation for 10,000,000 MC steps starting
from a compact zigzag conformation at 0.15 M NaCl salt
condition (Fig. 2). Both conformations (at 5 and 7.5 million
MC steps) have a compact fold, but the former, with wider
distances between the nucleosome cores, shows more
disorder than the latter conformation (see core labels 1–12
with no ionic densities). The different histone tails have
distinct conformations: the H2A and H2B tails are on the
exterior of folded structure, the H3 tails tend to fold into
axis of the oligonucleosome structure and interact with the
linker DNA, and the H4 tails exhibit properties of both
H2A/B and H3 tails (18,19). The linker histones lie in the
interior of the structure.Biophysical Journal 99(8) 2587–2596
2592 Gan and SchlickFig. 2 also shows the clouds of Naþ (middle column) and
Mg2þ (right column) around two 12-core conformations
at >2 times cb of 0.15 M monovalent or divalent salt. At
0.15 M NaCl, both conformations show shielding of the
negatively charged nucleosomal DNA (dark red) and linker
DNA (gold) by Naþ counterions which appear as (cyan)
bands around the nucleosome cores. Although the posi-
tively charged histone tails have irregular conformations,
clusters of high density Cl– ions (magenta) can be seen in
their vicinity. Charge shielding of the histone tails is less
prominent than that for DNA because of the tails’ smaller
charge magnitudes. In the interior of the oligonucleosome
fold, the charge distribution is more complex due to the
tight packing of chromatin components with opposite
charges (positively charged linker histones and negatively
charged linker DNA); finer potential grid is also needed
to resolve the distribution’s details. Thus, analysis of two
12-core conformations illustrates that counterion screening
patterns are determined by the chromatin shape and charge
distribution.
For comparison with the monovalent salt case, Fig. 2
(right column) shows the ionic density distributions at
0.15 M MgCl2 salt; the nucleosome core has been observed
to partially dissociate near 0.14 M MgCl2 salt (40). The
nucleosome cores and unburied regions of histone tails on
the surface of both chromatin conformations are almost
completely covered by a thick layer of Mg2þ (green) and
Cl– (magenta) counterions, respectively. The linker histones
(turquoise) and DNA linkers (gold) are also neutralized by
their counterion layers as seen near the top and bottom of
the structures. The green regions effectively define the shape
of the nucleosome core and the magenta regions the histone
tail conformations; different histone tails seem to be simi-
larly screened by the Cl– (magenta). This observation
implies that the divalent salt provides a much more effective
neutralization of the charged oligonucleosome surface
regions compared with monovalent salt. Neutralization of
oligonucleosome’s charged surface reduces repulsive elec-
trostatic interactions between nucleosome arrays, thereby
facilitating array self-association in the presence of divalent
ions (>0.002 M) as observed in experiments (7); array self-
association is also dependent on H3 and H4 tail interactions
or tail bridging effect, but not on linker histones (7).
The enhanced effect of divalent ions is characterized by
the Boltzmann factor exp(bqf) in the ion density function
(Eq. 1), where q is ion charge, b¼ 1/KBT, and f is the poten-
tial function. Thus, divalent ions alter the thermodynamic
weight significantly relative to monovalent ions for the
same potential and temperature. This ion density behavior
can qualitatively account for the experimental observation
that a 12-core oligonucleosome folding in 0.001–0.002 M
MgCl2 salt can achieve the maximally compact fold of
55S (sedimentation coefficient value of the 30-nm fiber),
whereas 0.1 M NaCl salt attains only a less compact ~40S
structure (5).Biophysical Journal 99(8) 2587–2596Distribution and fluctuations of shielding charges around
chromatin components
To quantify the salt effects, we compute the shielding
charges around nucleosome core, linker DNA, histone tails,
and linker histone, which we label as a ¼ 1, 2, 3, and 4,
respectively. The shielding charge around a chromatin com-





where r is the desired ion density (i.e., Naþ, Mg2þ, Cl–); Saj
is the set of grid points with nonzero density lying within
a shell of distance r0 (typically, 5 A˚) from the surface of
the exclusion zone (see Fig. 1 B and Eq. 2) of a chromatin
site; and DV denotes the constant local volume defined by
the uniform grid (points ri) on which the PBE is solved.
An ionic charge on a grid can be assigned to one or more
chromatin components, depending on their proximity.
Fig. 3 B (or Fig. S5) displays the Naþ (blue line), Cl–
(magenta), and net (black) charges near each chromatin
component along the chain of the 12-core conformation at
5,000,000 steps in 0.15 M NaCl salt. Under this salt condi-
tion, the internucleosome interaction intensity I(k) for
configurations from 1 to 10,000,000 MC steps (see Section
S2 in the Supporting Material) has a strong peak at k¼ 2 and
secondary peaks at k ¼ 5 and 7, indicating the structure
ensemble has a dominant zigzaglike structure with long-
range internucleosome interactions (Fig. 3 A). Fig. 3 B
shows that the shielding charge depends on chromatin
component and core position. For the nucleosome core,
the total Naþ charge varies between þ86e and þ125e and
Cl– charge between 24e and –28e, with a net shielding
charge in the range of 56–100e within a shell of r0 ¼ 5 A˚
wide outside of the exclusion zone of each interaction
site. Fluctuations of the shielding Naþ charge around the
nucleosome core reflect varying local packing environments
in the chromatin fiber. For the negatively charged linker
DNA, Naþ ions account for most of the total shielding
charges and the amount of Cl– charge is near zero, as ex-
pected. On average, the histone tails appear to be sur-
rounded by an equal number of Naþ and Cl– ions because
of the interference of Naþ surrounding the parent nucleo-
some core. A visual inspection of Fig. 2 confirms that the
histone tails are indeed surrounded by Cl– counterions.
Similarly, the positively charged linker histones have
apparent positive shielding charges because of their prox-
imity to the linker DNA and its negative shielding charges.
Fig. S1 compares the concentration dependence of the
total shielding charge around the chromatin components
for the 12-core conformation at 5,000,000 MC steps in
NaCl and MgCl2 salts (Fig. 2). At all concentrations
computed (0.05–0.3 M), the total shielding charges are
higher for divalent salt ions (Mg2þ and Cl–) than those for
monovalent salt ions (Naþ and Cl–) for all chromatin
FIGURE 5 Distributions of counterions around an open (upper row) and
compact (lower row) 24-core chromatin conformations from MC simula-
Chromatin Ionic Atmosphere 2593components. Generally, the shielding charges for both
monovalent and divalent ions increase/decrease linearly
with the salt concentration.
In Section S3 in the Supporting Material, we analyze frac-
tional distributions of shielding charges and their fluctua-
tions to help identify the dominant effects of counterions
and their variations due to interactions in the chromatin
structure. Essentially, we find that counterions are
condensed mainly around the nucleosome core (~83%)
and linker DNA (~10%). This result depends on the amount
of bare charges on these components but is not sensitive to
ion concentration (see Table S1 and Table S2). Moreover, as
discussed in Section S3 in the Supporting Material,
screening charge fluctuations are correlated to the degree
of conformational flexibility and interactions of chromatin
components. Thus, the histone tails and nucleosome core
have the largest and smallest charge fluctuations, respec-
tively (see Table S3), and the ionic atmospheres of tails/
parent nucleosome are correlated because of proximity
and extensive contacts.tions at 10,000,000 steps sampled at 0.15 M NaCl salt and mixed 0.15 M
NaCl and MgCl2 salts, respectively. (Left column) Chromatin folds with
labeled cores (1–24) without their ionic clouds; (middle column) ionic
distributions of conformations evaluated at 0.15 M NaCl salt (top) and
mixture of 0.15 M NaCl and 0.01 M MgCl2 salts (bottom); (right column)
internucleosome interaction intensity I(k) plots. Cation and anion density
regions>1.5 times the bulk ionic concentration are displayed. (Color figure
reproduced in Fig. S7.)Analysis of chromatin folding trajectories with
monovalent and divalent salts
To examine the effects of chromatin structure compaction
and fluctuations on condensation of ions, we analyze and
compare the folding trajectories of 24-core arrays with
linker histone in monovalent and divalent salts. Fig. 4 (or
Fig. S6) shows 10 snapshots of 24-core chromatin structures
at 1–10,000,000 MC steps starting from a compact zigzag
conformation at 0.15 M NaCl salt condition (upper set of
structures) and mixed 0.15 M NaCl and MgCl2 salt condi-
tion (lower set). In monovalent salt, the nucleosome array
displays significant structural fluctuations during MC evolu-
tion. In contrast, the oligonucleosome fold is quite stable
under mixed monovalent and divalent salts, indicating the
effectiveness of divalent salt in stabilizing the zigzag folding
pattern over the entire simulation span.
Fig. 5 shows the ionic densities of two 24-core conforma-
tions at 10,000,000 MC steps under 0.15 M NaCl salt (top
row) and mixed 0.15 M NaCl and MgCl2 salt (bottom
row) conditions, accompanied by their chromatin folds
(left column) and internucleosome interaction plots (right
column). At the monovalent salt condition, the oligonucleo-
some exhibits a stretched fiber conformation with unpacked
nucleosome cores and a prominent peak at k ¼ 2 for nucle-
osome interactions indicating that the conformations main-
tain a zigzaglike structure (i.e., alternate nucleosomes are in
closest contacts). At mixed salt conditions, a compact fiber
forms. The internucleosome interaction plot has a strong
peak at k ¼ 2 with enhanced k ¼ 1 contribution; this indi-
cates that the structure ensemble favors a mostly zigzag
structure with short-range (solenoidlike) interactions. The
prevalence of this hybrid fiber with zigzag and solenoidal
features was the subject of our prior work (23).Shown in Fig. 5 (or Fig. S7) are the cation (cyan) and
anion (magenta) densities >1.5cb; for the mixed salts
case, the cation and anion densities include contributions
from monovalent (0.15 M NaCl) and divalent (0.01 M
MgCl2) salts. For the open conformation in NaCl salt, the
Naþ ions form a layer around the nucleosomal DNA and
linker DNA in the exposed chromatin stem and Cl– ions
form clusters near the histone tails, as expected. For the
compact conformation in the mixed salt environment, the
cations form a layer around the exposed areas of the nucle-
osome cores to neutralize the negatively charged DNA but
the cation condensation layer on the nucleosomal DNA in
the interior of the chromatin fiber is much less significant
due to tight chromatin compaction.
Next, we analyze the effects of salt on the Gibbs free
energy of chromatin conformation as it evolves during
MC simulations with monovalent and mixed salts. This
energy is computed as the difference between grid energies
with and without salt (35,41),
DGsalt ¼ Gðc1; c2Þ  Gðc1 ¼ c2 ¼ 0Þ;
where c1 and c2 are concentrations of salts 1 and 2 (see
computing details in Section S4 in the Supporting Material).
Fig. 6 shows the energies of 10 structures at intervals of
1,000,000 MC steps for the two salt conditions (Fig. 5).Biophysical Journal 99(8) 2587–2596
FIGURE 6 Electrostatic energies due to ionic effects for chromatin struc-
tures from two MC trajectories (see Fig. 4) at 0.15 M NaCl salt (B) and
mixed 0.15 M NaCl and 0.01 M MgCl2 salts ().
2594 Gan and SchlickThe Gibbs free energy due to salt is negative because the
counterions neutralize the charged chromatin structure.
The average energies for the monovalent and mixed salt
conditions are 232,160 and 286,480 kBT, respectively,
showing that an addition of just 0.01 M of divalent salt
lowers the free energy by ~20%. Due to equilibrium confor-
mational fluctuations, the energies for both salt conditions
fluctuate by up to 9–13% about their mean values. Lower
ion free energy values are associated with open structures
where all chromatin components are accessible to ionic
screening, whereas higher free energy values are associated
with more compact structures. For example, for the monova-
lent salt case, the distorted, noncompact fiber structures at
4, 6, and 8,000,000 MC steps have lower energies than the
fiberlike structures at 2, 3, and 10,000,000 steps.
We also analyzed the dependence of the average shielding
charge for the four chromatin components on folding trajec-
tory for the monovalent salt condition (see Fig. S2).
Although the average shielding charges are nonuniform,
the shielding patterns do not vary significantly during the
folding trajectory because most structures remain fiberlike
at 0.15 M NaCl salt condition. Shielding charges show
greater fluctuations with core position within a structure
as the orientations of individual cores can vary greatly
(Fig. 3 B).
Our computation of ionic densities and charges is per-
formed using fixed chromatin conformations. In principle,
the ionic distribution should be computed self-consistently
as the chromatin conformations are sampled during an
MC trajectory. This work requires significantly higher
computational efforts; conformational changes demand
updating of ionic shielding effects, which involves solving
the PBE and computing the salt-mediated effective charges
(as described in our DiSCO program) as the trajectory
evolves (15).Biophysical Journal 99(8) 2587–2596CONCLUSIONS
At the time of this writing, work on ionic shielding of the
chromatin structure has been limited to analysis of the ionic
atmosphere of the nucleosome core particle using atomistic
simulations (26). Langevin dynamics has also been used to
simulate aggregation behavior of isolated nucleosomes with
explicit ions, but the modeling of oligonucleosome is coarse
(9). In this article, we developed an approach for analyzing
the ionic atmospheres of chromatin structures by using
a combination of our previously-developed mesoscale chro-
matin model (18,23), Poisson-Boltzmann theory, and a
modified Debye-Hu¨ckel (DH) approximation relating ionic
density to electrostatic potential. We have also developed
methods for computing shielding charges and their fluctua-
tions in chromatin structure to help analyze the influence of
conformational changes and divalent salt on charge
screening patterns (see Section S3 in the Supporting
Material). These tools for analyzing ionic atmosphere can
be applied to any large, coarse-grained macromolecular
complexes, including those whose atomic structures are
not available.
Our analyses of the ionic atmospheres of the nucleosome
core and oligonucleosome conformations show that divalent
ions provide an enhanced screening compared with mono-
valent salt by forming a dense layer of counterions around
nucleosomal and linker DNA, unburied regions of histone
tails, and exposed chromatin surfaces. The neutralization
of chromatin subunits and exposed surfaces promotes chro-
matin compaction. Charge screening is also sensitive to
local and global chromatin conformations (Figs. 2 and 3);
for example, the net shielding charge around the nucleo-
some core in a 12-core fiber spans a large range, from 56e
to 100e. Interestingly, our screening charge correlation
measure reflects the conformational flexibility and interac-
tions among chromatin components (e.g., large charge
correlations measured for histone tails and its interactions
with the parent nucleosome core; see Table S3). Addition-
ally, our analysis of chromatin folding trajectories shows
that the free energy due to ions fluctuates by ~10% about
the mean value, and an addition of physiological levels
(~0.01 M) of divalent ions can lower the free energy by
20% (Fig. 6). These qualitative and quantitative insights
provide a detailed characterization of ionic screening which
is consistent with our general understanding of ionic
screening in polyelectrolytes and chromatin folding studies.
In particular, the dominance of counterion screening of
nucleosomal DNA is similar to findings in atomistic simula-
tions (26) and crystallographic experiments on binding of
divalent ions (39). Our studies of 12- and 24-core arrays
suggest that charge screening by divalent ions is especially
effective on the exposed surfaces of chromatin structures.
The neutralization of chromatin’s surface is likely a prereq-
uisite for array self-association in the presence of divalent
ions as observed in experiments (7). Furthermore, the
Chromatin Ionic Atmosphere 2595dependence of charge shielding on the local and global chro-
matin conformations implies that ionic screening should
be dynamically computed during chromatin sampling
simulations.
Many molecular theories for electrolyte modeling of bio-
logical molecules are currently under development (28,30).
The major challenge is to account for the effects of finite ion
size and ion-ion correlations, which are especially important
for obtaining quantitative electrostatic potential fields near
charged sites of macromolecules (28,29). These effects are
of course included in simulations with explicit ions (9,26),
which require much greater computing requirements. Stan-
dard Poisson-Boltzmann theory, however, does not account
for all these effects, produces unphysical ionic densities near
charged molecular sites (28,30), and incorporates only the
leading term approximation of multivalent effects with no
ion correlation terms, which become significant at elevated
multivalent concentrations (42,43). Our simple compromise
involves a correction of the DH approximation via an exclu-
sion zone in the ionic density which accounts for finite ion
size (Eqs. 1 and 2). In future studies, both the finite ion
size and ion correlation effects could be incorporated based
on statistical mechanics theory, such as the hypernetted
chain equation (29), to better describe ionic atmospheres
around macromolecules. Better algorithms for solving the
PBE are also needed to obtain electrostatic potentials and
energies for large and highly charged oligonucleosome
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